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Thank you for using our services. We are a non-profit group that runs this service for document sharing. We need your help in maintaining and improving this website. To keep our website running, we need your help to cover the cost of our server (about $500/m), a small donation will help us a lot. Please
help us share our services with your friends. Top Review ReviewAll reviews› Dave Bear1.0 out of 5 starsI don't buy this phoneReviewed in the United States on April 17, 2015No major but great disappointment with this phone and i-wireless. I had to send it to WSA Distribution for the latest downloads (it
should have been done before selling it) at my expense – $10. The user manual you've downloaded is poorly written-so hard to follow. The texting keyboard is tiny and so sensitive making it so frustrating for text. Called I- wireless and asked for a handle on my behalf while for repair, it was very pleasant
and said OK, but it never happened. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Coolpad Milano Gold - an elegant affordable smartphone, equipped with a 5-inch IPS display with HD resolution and support for 3G/4G networks. Reasons to buy Coolpad Milano Gold: stylish execution; Android 5.1
Lollipop? Support for 3G/4G networks. The device is running a new version of Android 5.1 Lollipop OS, which features a smooth interface and a particularly careful attitude to battery consumption - a battery for 1950 mAh is enough for two days of autonomy. The hardware based on this smartphone uses
a 64-bit Qualcomm Snapdragon 410 platform, consisting of 4 Cortex-A53 1.2 GHz cores, Adreno 306 video core and wireless Wi-Fi communication modules, Bluetooth, 3G/4G and GPS navigation unit. The operating memory on this device is 1 GB, built-in - 16 GB, as it is possible to increase the volume
by another 32 GB due to microSD cards. Coolpad Milano Gold's mobile phone, having on board two cameras with a resolution of 8 megapixels and 2 megapixels, copes perfectly with photography, video recording and video calls. Accurate autofocus will help you take the cleanest possible shots and the
rear LED flash will be useful during evening shooting or in a room with poor lighting. Main Features Display 5 IPS (720 x 1280 points) / 16.7 million colors / 294 ppi / touch screen, 4-core Qualcomm Snapdragon 410 (1.2 GHz) Memory 1 GB 16 GB memory slot for microSD memory cards (up to 32 GB)
Camera 8 Mp + front image resolution 2 Mp 4128 x 3096 pixels Bluetooth / Wi-Fi / GPS / USB Communications Battery 1950 mAh Hardware Functions Proximity Sensor Sensors, G-sensor, Micro USB light sensor jack for synchronization Headphone jack mini jack (3.5 mm) Software functions The
Android operating system ™ Mobile Mobile Platform 5.1 (Lollipop) MP3 Player Yes Sound Signal Polyphonic Ringtones, MP3 Ringtone, Vibration Alarm Organizer Calendar, Clock, World Clock, Alarm Clock, Calculator, notes, timer, voice recorder, phone book Working with SMS, MMS, email additional
gold ruler of the body Milano Number of SIM cards 1 1 table of contents 2 3 4 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 55
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